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Abstract. The characteristics of self-organising,
adaptive systems (SOAS) lead to a signi�cantly higher
�exibility and robustness against an ever-changing envi-
ronment. This �exibility makes it hard to test these
systems adequately, which is, however, inevitable in or-
der to assure their quality. As a part of our vision of
testing SOAS, we present a framework for testing self-
organisation (SO) algorithms. The framework addresses
the following key challenges for testing SO algorithms:
state space explosion, interleaved feedback loops, and fail-
ure overlapping.
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1 Testing Self-organising Systems

Self-organisation and adaptation allow systems to ful-
�l their goals despite an ever-changing environment
by enabling them to restructure at run-time. This
new �exibility leads to challenges in engineering these
systems. For example, the behaviour cannot be fully
speci�ed at design-time and adaptation decisions are
moved to run-time. This makes it hard to assure that
those systems ful�l their requirements, but makes it
even more necessary to take appropriate measures. In
this context, testing plays a decisive role. The crucial
question is how to deal with the size of the state space
of a self-organising, adaptive system (SOAS). In our
vision of testing SOAS [3], we presented a layered ap-
proach to address the challenges of testing these kind
of systems. As a part of this approach, we present a
framework for testing self-organisation algorithms.

2 IsoTeSO: A Framework for Isolated

Testing of SO Algorithms

Self-organising (SO) algorithms are characterised by
their inherent indeterministic behaviour, an ever-
changing environment, a high degree of interacting
components, as well as their interleaving feedback
loops. Consequently, testing is faced with the three
following challenges, among others: (C1) In SOAS,
di�erent SO algorithms interact with and in�uence the
system components, possibly resulting in interleaved
feedback loops. These are challenging in testing, be-
cause it is hard to get dedicated results for a single
SO algorithm. (C2) After a reorganisation, the re-
sult provided by an SO algorithm has to be applied to
the existing system structure. Under certain circum-
stances, it is not possible to detect an invalid reorgan-
isation result if only the resulting system structure is
evaluated. Therefore, there is a chance of failure over-
lapping. (C3) A testing approach has to deal with a

huge state space that results from the inherent inde-
terministic behaviour of SO algorithms and the ever-
changing environment of SOAS.

2.1 Architecture of the Framework

Our Framework for Isolated Testing of Self-
organisation Algorithms (IsoTeSO) is designed to
meet the challenges (C1), (C2), and (C3). In the fol-
lowing, we show how we achieve this. An overview of
the framework is given in Fig. 1.

Using IsoTeSO, SO algorithms are isolated from
other parts of the system, including other SO algo-
rithms. For this purpose, we provide a fully con-
trolled test environment. We address (C1) by ob-
taining dedicated results for the SO algorithms un-
der Test (SOuTs) by fully stubbing their environment.
For this purpose, the execution component provides
a system simulator and a grey-box interface for the
SOuT. Within the system simulator, an environment
simulator stresses the SOuT by changing the environ-
mental conditions over time. These situations are de-
rived from a functional, stochastic test model (details
can be found at the end of this section) used to auto-
matically generate the test runs.

As mentioned before, the SOuT is plugged in the
test system via a grey-box interface that enables the
evaluation of internal states of the SOuT, for example
for checking interim results. Our evaluations showed
that this principle allows to reveal overlapping failures
with regard to SO algorithms (cf. (C2)). The informa-
tion needed by the oracle to detect these overlapping
failures are provided in the form of interim results by
the SOuT. The evaluation of the validity of recon�g-
ured system structures is performed by checking the
violation of constraints that describe valid solutions.
These constraints represent the requirements of the
SOAS (cf. [4]). Thus, it is possible to automatise the
evaluation conducted by the oracle, resulting in a fully
automatised test process.

To derive appropriate test runs for execution and
evaluation, we use a functional, stochastic test model.
By using this test model, we are able to extract likely
as well as critical traces from the state space (cf. (C3)).

The SOAS we consider are based on interactions
within their ever-changing environment: The environ-
ment is in�uenced by the system, and the system also
in�uences the environment itself. In case of stigmergic
approaches, the environment can even be used by the
system components as communication medium. We
use a stochastic notation for modelling the behaviour
of the environment with respect to a speci�c context.
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Figure 1: IsoTeSO consists of: (1) the input generation component, (2) the execution component, and (3) the output
component. (1) generates l test runs, each consisting of an initial system con�guration and m test sequences. Each test
sequence contains n test cases. Test runs are performed individually by (2). (3) monitors the execution and samples the
reorganisation results as well as the system structure for each test case. For each test run, the results of the test cases
are evaluated (indicated in red and green). The results of all test sequences of a speci�c test run form IsoTeSO's output.

This concept is related to the theory of operational
test pro�les highlighted in [5]. For designing these
Environment Pro�les (EPs), we use Markov chains
that describe di�erent context-based states of the en-
vironment. The context is de�ned by a group of com-
ponents, i.e., agents, as well as their location in the
environment. For modelling EPs in a smart grid ap-
plication, an exemplary context could be de�ned for a
group of solar power plants in a particular solar farm.
Decisive states for solar power plants mainly depend
on the current weather condition.

To create the system con�guration of a test run
information about the static properties of the SOuT's
environment as well as a speci�cation of the SOuT
itself is needed. This information and the information
about the environment's dynamic behaviour encoded
in the EPs form the test model of IsoTeSO.

3 Application of IsoTeSO

We applied the IsoTeSO framework to two
partitioning-based SO algorithms: (1) a Particle
Swarm Optimizer [1] and (2) a decentralized SO
approach called SPADA [2]. These algorithms are
deployed in a smart grid application, which is the
foundation for designing the test models. For testing,
we implemented an architecture according to the
concepts of the IsoTeSO framework discussed in
Sect. 2. By injecting speci�c faults, we were able
to show that the framework can �nd di�erent kinds
of failures, e.g., faulty adaptation of a computed
solution or invalid partitionings.

4 Conclusion

We outlined a framework for testing SO algorithms
that copes with the complexity arising from the �exi-
bility of SOAS. Furthermore, we showed how to meet
challenges like (C1) interleaved feedback loops, (C2)
failure overlapping, and (C3) state space explosion
within IsoTeSO. To master these challenges, we iso-
lated the SO algorithms to separate the feedback
loops, applied a grey-box approach to detect overlap-
ping failures, and used our test model to extract likely
as well as critical traces out of the state space.
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